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ABSTRACT
Hearing-impaired people and non-native speakers rely on
captions for access to video content, yet most videos remain
uncaptioned or have machine-generated captions with high
error rates. In this paper, we present the design, implementa-
tion and evaluation of BandCaption, a system that combines
automatic speech recognition with input from crowd workers
to provide a cost-efficient captioning solution for accessible
online videos. We consider four stakeholder groups as our
source of crowd workers: (i) individuals with hearing impair-
ments, (ii) second-language speakers with low proficiency,
(iii) second-language speakers with high proficiency, and (iv)
native speakers. Each group has different abilities and in-
centives, which our workflow leverages. Our findings show
that BandCaption enables crowd workers who have differ-
ent needs and strengths to accomplish micro-tasks and make
complementary contributions. Based on our results, we out-
line opportunities for future research and provide design sug-
gestions to deliver cost-efficient captioning solutions.
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INTRODUCTION
Given the large volume of videos on social media and in
online learning environments, e.g., Massive Open Online
Courses (MOOCs), there is a pressing need to provide ac-
cessible online videos for both hearing-impaired users and
non-native speaking users. As of 2012, it is estimated that
36 million Americans are hearing impaired [3]. The National
Association of the Deaf (NAD) has been taking legal action to
require educational organizations to provide captioned online
videos to meet the needs of these individuals. In addition,
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there are approximately 1 million international students en-
rolled in undergraduate colleges and universities in the United
States alone [25]. Prior research finds that positive effects
are generated for non-native speaking people when they use
video captions as a tool for word, phrase, and context expo-
sure [5].

However, the cost of captioning services for a large volume of
videos is prohibitive [30], in part because it takes at least three
to four times the length of the video for inexperienced people
to create captions from scratch [9], and experienced caption-
ists are much more costly. Machine-generated captions using
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) technologies usually
contain many errors [12]. As a result, captioning all video
content being produced currently is intractable, and this ig-
nores the sizable legacy of existing uncaptioned videos.

A promising approach is to use crowdsourcing to help address
this problem. Having crowd workers edit machine-generated
captions has been shown to be feasible [16], and starting with
the ASR output may lower costs [22]. However, requiring
that crowd workers be able to hear and be skilled with the
language in order to contribute has likely left motivated po-
tential contributors out. Past approaches have not considered
that some crowd members with the incentive to help cap-
tion videos may be those the captioning is intended to help
most, e.g., people with hearing impairments and those who
are learning the language (second-language speakers).

In response, we designed and implemented a system called
BandCaption that structures the captioning tasks into a work-
flow that allows crowd workers with different language skills
to make useful contributions at the micro-task level. Band-
Caption starts with speech recognition, and then applies a
Mark-Edit-Approve workflow that is similar to Find-Fix-
Verify [2], except each stage is allocated to workers with
different needs and strengths and different workers can col-
laboratively contribute to the same task. Our studies show
that different user groups made complementary contributions
based on their hearing or language strengths and constraints.
For example, native speakers, in general, did best at marking
all kinds of errors; hearing-impaired users were very sensitive
to missing punctuation; and second-language users picked
up missing words and irrelevant words well, however they
showed limitations at correcting the errors. In our study, na-
tive speakers could edit all the errors that second-language
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users failed to correct due to complicated spelling or general
unfamiliarity with the spoken language.

The contributions of this work are the following: 1) a system,
BandCaption, that enables users who may not be able to hear
or who are learning the language to become crowd workers
who can make useful contributions to captioning; 2) a Mark-
Edit-Approve workflow that enables crowd workers who have
different needs and strengths to accomplish micro-tasks; and
3) studies that demonstrate the value of assigning micro-tasks
to workers based on their complementary skills.

RELATED WORK
Below we provide an overview of the literature concerning
video captioning, and highlight how our work contributes to
the literature.

The Utilities of Video Captioning
A significant amount of work has emphasized the importance
of video captions. Captioning errors such as missing words
and misspellings of technical terms may lead to a lack of
understanding or increased misunderstanding, especially for
people with disabilities [11]. Studies found that non-native
speakers exposed to text (e.g., captions, transcripts, subtitles,
etc.) in addition to aural repetition could better understand the
information being conveyed as opposed to those who were
solely exposed to aural repetition [13], as these users could
confirm the information they heard by referring to the cap-
tions [7] [10] [29]. Users ultimately could use captions to
increase their level of attention, improve information pro-
cessing, reinforce previous knowledge, and analyze incom-
plete language. In addition, combining captions with audio-
visual resources could also enhance users’ listening and read-
ing comprehension of a second language [31] [6] [8] [21],
as videos with captions may facilitate vocabulary acquisition
and video watching [26].

Recent work shows that captions generated by ASR can aid
hearing-impaired individuals in understanding videos, even
though these machine-generated captions may contain errors
[28]. This implies that hearing-impaired users may not need
all of the video captions to be accurate; instead, they may
need only specific video segments to have accurate captions
in order to better understand the video.

Inspired by the above literature, we designed the BandCap-
tion system to allow users to identify specific caption issues.
Our study with the BandCaption system contributes new un-
derstandings on the struggles that hearing-impaired users and
non-native speakers face when using inaccurate captions.

Creating Video Captions
Online video-captioning processes need to accommodate key
factors, such as cost, availability and quality [16]. Currently,
there are three main methods of providing video captions, in-
cluding CART (Communications Access Real-Time Trans-
lation) [17], ASR [27], and crowdsourced captioning, e.g.,
Scribe [18]. CART is currently the most reliable service for
caption generation, but it requires trained people who are able
to type at the same speed at which they hear. The high cost
of CART also substantially affects its viability. ASR offers

machine-generated captions but these often contain a signif-
icant amount of errors which may impede users from under-
standing video content [12]. Research explored by Novot-
ney and Callison-Burch verifies the viability of using crowd
workers to transcribe videos, in some instances in a different
language [24]. Similar solutions are proposed by Munteau
et al. with their system, which enables users to edit machine-
generated captions “on-the-fly” and in a collaborative manner
[22]. Such types of crowdsourcing solutions require a great
deal of time, participants, and attention to produce adequate
results [18]. In terms of quality, CART is similar to crowd-
sourced captioning, and both of these are greater than ASR
[17]. It is suggested to use a combination of two of these
methods to create effective systems [19].

Our BandCaption system combines ASR and crowdsourc-
ing approaches and divides the caption correction tasks into
smaller micro-tasks. This targeted problem-solving model
could reduce the crowd work effort and resolve caption is-
sues more effectively based on the competence of different
crowd workers.

The Find-Fix-Verify Model
The “Find-Fix-Verify” model, as an assembly-line inspired
method, has been shown to be effective in other application
domains, e.g., crowdsourced writing [2]. Bernstein et al. im-
plemented this strategy by breaking the process of proofread-
ing written content into three stages [2]. By distributing the
task to workers, the cost is reduced while quality is controlled
through a careful distributing process. The value of break-
ing a larger task into smaller tasks helps better define the ob-
jectives and levels of execution expected. It prevents “errant
crowd workers from contributing too much, too little, or in-
troducing errors into the document” [2]. The model has also
been used to micro-task assignment systems [4] and has been
implemented to leverage the wisdom of crowds [1].

In this work, we implemented a Mark-Edit-Approve model
in the design of BandCaption. It is similar to Find-Fix-Verify,
where one task is decomposed to micro-tasks. Unlike Find-
Fix-Verify, where workers vote on one fix from a set of alter-
natives as the final fix, our Mark-Edit-Approve model allows
subsequent workers to edit earlier workers’ edits. Prior re-
search exploring the relationship between “native” and “non-
native” speakers in collaborative and educational environ-
ments find that 1) native and non-native speakers make and
miss different types of errors, and 2) errors made/missed by
non-native speakers can be resolved by native speakers com-
monly through repetitious evaluation [15]. This suggests na-
tive speakers and non-native speakers will find different cap-
tion errors, and native speakers could fix the errors that non-
native speakers could not. Our results show that applying the
Mark-Edit-Approve model could provide an opportunity for
different crowd worker groups not only to reduce the work-
load, but also to enable them to make complementary contri-
butions.

SYSTEM DESIGN
The design of BandCaption was informed by the relevant
literature we reviewed. The high-level idea is as follows:
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Figure 1. System Model and User Workflow

(1) to break the caption correction task into micro-tasks, so
that, instead of simply consuming the video content, hearing-
impaired users and non-native speakers can contribute as
crowd workers by marking specific captions that need to be
edited based on their own needs [28, 31]; (2) to allow users
with varying language competency levels to co-edit caption
errors, with certain easy edits being contributed by users with
lower language proficiency (such as second-language crowd
workers) and more difficult errors being edited by native
speakers with higher language proficiency [15].

More specifically, we consider four stakeholder groups as our
source of crowd workers: (i) HI - individuals with hearing
impairments; (ii) SLL - second-language speakers with low
proficiency; (iii) SLH - second-language speakers with high
proficiency; and (iv) NS - native speakers. One scenario could
be that the HI and SLL crowd workers mark caption errors,
and SLH and NS crowd workers may be more capable to help
edit the marked captions. This scenario could leverage differ-
ent incentives of the crowd workers to crowdsource captions
more efficiently.

We expect that, compared to the approach where crowd work-
ers edit captions they think are necessary to correct, our Band-
Caption system can (1) reduce the total effort of caption cor-
rections by targeting specific errors that are identified by users
who rely on captions; and (2) provide a better understanding
as to how different user groups use captions, which could help
us to devise incentive mechanisms to encourage more contri-
butions to the system.

In the remainder of this section, we will present the workflow
and rationale of the interaction design of the BandCaption
system. We use the term crowd workers to refer to any users
who have the potential to contribute to captioning.

System Model
To bootstrap video captions using ASR technologies, we
chose to leverage an existing cloud-based service. We found
that YouTube provided ASR-generated captions through open
APIs, and YouTube has been widely used to render a vari-
ety of videos. Thus, we adopted YouTube’s caption service
to simplify the creation of the machine-generated video cap-
tions.

Figure 1 illustrates the overall workflow. There are two major
types of users: video owners and crowd workers. The video
owner is in charge of setting up the videos with machine-
generated captions in the system, which encompasses the fol-
lowing steps: (1) the video owner uploads a video to YouTube
and turns on captioning in the YouTube video’s settings; (2)
the video owner adds the YouTube video to our system by
providing the video URL; (3) the video owner gives permis-
sions to the system to access the ASR-generated video cap-
tions, so that they are made available to crowd workers. Then,
all the crowd workers can use the crowd worker interface to
select a video to watch. If they notice caption errors while
watching the videos, they can mark the captions, as illustrated
in step (4). The crowd worker who marks the errors may or
may not have the skills to edit the captions. Those who have
the skills and are willing to edit the captions can edit the cap-
tions directly, in step (5). Those who edit the captions may
not necessarily mark the errors, though. Whenever a caption
correction is submitted by a crowd worker, the owner will be
able to approve the correction in step (6). At the same time of
approval, the approved captions will be updated to the cloud
service in step (7), and crowd workers’ interfaces will be up-
dated with the newly corrected captions immediately. It is im-
portant to clarify that the mark-edit-approve process for one
caption can be iterated multiple times if necessary. Therefore
marking and editing are collaborative, and these contributions
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can build upon each other to incrementally improve the qual-
ity of the captions.

The Crowd Worker Interface
As shown in Figure 2, the interface was created to ensure
crowd workers could replay any specific caption segment to
mark caption errors or to edit captions. More specifically,
machine-generated captions are broken up into segments by
the ASR technology; thus, each mark is associated with a
video segment. The panel is synchronized with the video dis-
play. When the video is paused, the crowd worker can nav-
igate the video segments using the navigation buttons on the
sides or the scrolling bar at the bottom. We applied a partic-
ipatory design approach when designing the user interaction
and made three rounds of revisions to the design in the past
9 months. Seven participants iteratively ran tests and eval-
uated the design by finishing TAM (Technology Acceptance
Model) surveys, which were used to measure the perceived
usefulness and the perceived ease of use [20]. The current
design has incorporated their suggestions for better usability.

First, regarding marking features, in order to allow and en-
courage crowd workers to mark captioning errors, crowd
workers should be able to mark the caption at any time when
they are watching a video. This interaction should not in-
terrupt the display of the video, and the marking effort should
be kept to a minimum. When crowd workers are limited (e.g.,
by time or availability), it needs to be effective for workers to
evaluate the priority of the caption tasks. Buttons for mark-
ing caption errors are positioned so that crowd workers can
easily access them while watching for errors. When any of
these buttons are selected, a notification counter is displayed,
which is also visible to other crowd workers. Overall, the
number of users who have clicked these buttons could signify
the important captions with a high demand that need to be
fixed.

Second, regarding editing features, the machine-generated
captions are displayed where crowd workers can directly edit
them. If the crowd worker clicks within this area, a “submit”
button appears. Before submitting an edit, crowd workers can
replay the video at the desired caption/time segment twice to
save work from replaying the video for caption editing. When
the user is ready to finish editing, clicking the “submit” but-
ton will send the edits to the video owner. In the meantime,
crowd workers will be able to see which other user last edited
the same caption next to the “Edit Caption” title. Once the
caption edits are submitted, the video continues the display
automatically. After a caption is approved and submitted by
the video owner, the original caption will be replaced by the
new, corrected caption, and the “Edit Caption” title will be
replaced with an ”Approved Caption” title.

To promote interaction between crowd workers, we also pro-
vide a comment area where they can make comments. Other
crowd workers may address these comments, if they think it
necessary. An additional feature below the caption-edit area
enables crowd workers to filter comments and inputs made
personally and/or by other crowd workers. Crowd workers
can also view a report of their contributions to the video along
with other crowd workers’ contributions.

Figure 2. User Interface for Marking and Editing Captions

STUDY DESIGN
To understand if the BandCaption system can serve the de-
sign goals in terms of effectively enabling workers to mark
caption errors and edit them, we designed a study with differ-
ent groups of workers who had varying language skills.

For marking, we focused on addressing:

Q1: Given the same video, will different crowd worker
groups have the same marking performance?

Q2: What are the criteria used by crowd workers to mark
caption errors?

For editing, we focused on addressing:

Q3: Can different crowd worker groups make complemen-
tary contributions?

Q4: Does the BandCaption design save crowd workers’ effort
in editing the video captions?

We focused on examining the two sessions separately because
our design aims to enable independent marking and editing
contributions. In real life scenarios, users may mark captions
without editing the captions; they may also edit captions that
are marked by others, but do not mark captions themselves.

Task and Procedure
For each participant, we began by introducing them to the
system, starting from system log-in. We then let the partici-
pant navigate the system and explain to us their understanding
of each feature. If their understanding was different from the
design purpose, we explained the feature to them.

We used two videos that each participant would then review
for machine-generated caption errors. Each video was ap-
proximately 15 minutes in duration. The videos were about
how to create new library services. We intentionally selected
these videos because the topic did not involve any specific
technologies that could create additional barriers for partici-
pants with limited language skills or create biased results in
favor of participants that might be more familiar with those
technologies.
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For each video, each participant was asked to complete a
Mark Session to identify caption errors. After the Mark Ses-
sion was complete, the researchers asked each participant
about what he/she marked and asked him/her to explain why
they marked it. Depending on their language skills and com-
petence, the participants might continue with an Edit Session.
In the Edit Session, given a set of identified caption errors,
participants who had the competence to correct captions were
asked to correct all errors. Upon finishing the corrections,
the participants were asked to explain how they made their
corrections. During each session, the researchers paid close
attention to each participant’s behavior, individually and in
comparison to other participants.

After they completed these two sessions for the first video,
they were then asked to repeat the same two sessions for the
second video. This was done to accommodate for the possible
effect of a learning curve at the beginning of the first video, as
participants might need time to pick up the new system. For-
tunately, our final results showed consistent results between
the two videos, indicating the system was easy to use.

Recruitment and Participants
We studied four distinct user groups: 1) hearing-impaired
users (HI); 2) second-language speakers with lower profi-
ciency (SLL), who were taking entry-level classes at the En-
glish Language Institute; 3) second-language speakers with
high proficiency (SLH) who had passed the Graduate Record
Examination (GRE) with satisfactory scores; and 4) native
speakers (NS).

Eventually, we recruited a total of 34 participants in a range
of different ages and backgrounds. Each participant was paid
20 dollars for participating in the study.

The HI group consisted of 4 participants who were all legally
deaf, about 40 years of age; 2 female and 2 male. They were
all native speakers. We were able to recruit these participants
by sending emails to a local community group for hearing-
impaired people. Recruiting through local organizations al-
lowed us to reach a more ecologically valid population than
recruiting from online crowdsourcing platforms like MTurk
would have. Because these participants could not hear the
audio, they were only asked to mark captions.

The SLL group consisted of 10 participants, all undergrad-
uate non-native-speaking students, about 20 years of age; 7
from China, and 1 each from France, the UAE, and Taiwan;
9 females and 1 male. They were recruited from the level 3
class in the English Language Institute via emailing the mail-
ing list.

The SLH group consisted of 10 participants who were all
graduate international students studying in the U.S. (non-
native country), about 24 years of age; 9 from China and 1
from India; 5 female and 5 male. To make sure they were at
a similar level of English proficiency, we recruited them from
the same level of education (i.e., graduate level) and did so
via the school’s mailing list.

The NS group consisted of 10 native-speaking participants,
6 males and 4 females, with an average age of 23 years old.
They were recruited from the school’s mailing list.

FINDINGS
In this section, we present participants’ marking and editing
results, as well as feedback on the study. We also evaluate the
effectiveness of the design in collecting marking and editing
contributions. As mentioned earlier, there was no significant
difference between the results of the two videos, thus we only
present the information and results for one, the second video,
below.

The Mark Session
We first present the overall marking performance of different
groups, as shown in Figure 3. We observed that on average
the NS group participants marked more captions (with errors)
than the other groups.

Figure 3. Marking results of each group (out of 177 captions in this test
video, 170 captions had a total of 693 errors).

Hearing-Impaired Participants (HI Group)
Because the HI participants had a different group size than
the other groups, and showed unique challenges, we present
their results separately. The marking results of the HI group
are presented in Figure 4, a bitmap which displays the mark-
ing locations of the video segments within the video time-
frame. Each row is for one participant and each black mark
represents the location along the video timeline. The 4 HI
participants marked a total of 53 unique captions.

Figure 4. HI group - error marking locations along the video timeline.

Upon completing the study with each participant, we asked
the participant for his/her feedback regarding the marking
process. When communicating with the HI participants, we
wrote on paper (1 HI could read lips). Participant HI-1
highlighted the importance of punctuation, stating that, “I
am sitting here watching the closed captions on my televi-
sion tonight and realize what a difference proper English
makes in comprehending the message. I think because there
was no punctuation to separate different thoughts, exclama-
tion points to emphasize feelings, commas, capital letters for
names, etc... It was all squished together making it difficult to
connect thoughts and understand what was being said”. Par-
ticipant HI-2 expressed a similar need for punctuation, and
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explained that, “ What’s hardest for me is there is no punctua-
tion so I do not know what words are connected in a sentence
or the starting [of] a new sentence”, while Participant HI-
3 supported the importance for punctuation, intently nodding
her head when asked if punctuation in captions was important
to her.

During the user studies, the researcher observed that partic-
ipant HI-3 looked frustrated and often sighed while reading
the captions. Another researcher also observed physical cues
from participants that suggested discomfort and strain. For
example, one researcher observed that Participant HI-4 took
a long rest after he finished the video. This commonality in
relation to HI group participants’ emphasis on punctuation il-
lustrates how frustrated HI group participants were when the
captions were not provided with the appropriate punctuation.
Because of these consistent findings and the observed strain
it was placing on HI group participants, we chose to conclude
our study with the four HI group participants. In fact, the test
video had 177 captions, but 53 (30%) of them had missing
punctuation problems. The finding showed that punctuation
should become an emphasized standard for more accessible
video captions in future system designs.

When reviewing the bitmaps, we found that there were a few
common captions identified by all HI group participants in
each video. We extracted the common captions identified
by all four participants. In particular, there are 9 captions
in the video that were marked by all HI group participants.
Compared to the average caption length of the whole video
(Mean = 59.16, S D = 12.24), these captions had more char-
acters (Mean = 63.56, S D = 2.7). This finding suggests
that if a caption marked by an HI has an unusually long sen-
tence that does not have punctuation, potentially it could be
reviewed for missing punctuation.

Non-Hearing Impaired (SLL, SLH, and NS Groups)
In this section, we present the marking results of SLL, SLH,
and NS Groups. Figures 5, 6, and 7 show the marking results
of the SLL, SLH and NS groups respectively. If we calcu-
late the unique captions marked by different groups, the SLL,
SLH, and NS groups marked a total of 97, 109, 158 unique
captions respectively.

We ran Fisher’s Exact Test to test the independence between
different groups and the amount of unique captions marked.
The results showed that for the amount of unique captions
marked, there was a significant difference between the SLL
group and the NS group (p < 0.0001). Similarly, there was
a significant difference between the SLH group and the NS
group (p < 0.0001). But there was no significant difference
between the SLL and SLH Group (p = 0.234). (Q1)

For Figures 5 and 6, we found a common caption marked
by almost every participant in the SLL and SLH groups.
The original caption marked was, “came out what’s Google+
Facebook with stops how many of you don’t have to”. Be-
cause at this point of the video, there was a noticeably slower
change in the speaker’s pace, this was probably why all the
participants were able to notice the errors in the caption.
The caption should be corrected as, “...came out. What’s

Google+? Facebook with circles. [laughter]. How many
of you don’t have to...”.

After the participants finished marking captions for errors, we
asked them to share why they marked certain captions, or the
general criteria they used for marking. Participant SLH-8 de-
scribed that, “I found some words are totally irrelevant with
the words said by the speaker, and this kind of errors is the
most obvious one for me”, while Participant NS-3 said, “I
marked the tense and grammar errors”. In Contrast, Partici-
pant SLL-10 described a focus on missing words, “I think the
most obvious errors for me are the missing words that are not
captured by the caption”.

Figure 5. SLL group - error marking locations along the video timeline.

Figure 6. SLH group - error marking locations along the video timeline.

Figure 7. NS group - error marking locations along the video timeline.

According to the collected feedback from the SLL and
SLH groups, participants generally found it easy to identify
spelling errors first, and then to identify syntactical errors sec-
ond, which might include words spoken and not displayed in
the caption. Some participants in the Group SLL vocalized
the difficulty of marking errors: “Based on my understand-
ing, I am not sure whether the caption is right or not, so I did
not mark them”.

In contrast, the majority of the participants in the NS group
shared with us that they would sometimes leave an error if
they felt it was unimportant, like participant SLH-7 described.
Participant NS-6 admitted that, “I did not mark the punctua-
tions and repeated words”. Considering the importance of
punctuation to the HI group, we did not expect such a con-
trast in their marking criteria.
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Figure 8. The number of participants who applied different marking
criteria.

To evaluate if the SLL, SLH and NS groups applied differ-
ent criteria when marking captions, we annotated each par-
ticipant’s quotes to the identified marking criteria. Figure 8
shows the number of participants who applied different mark-
ing criteria. We further applied the Chi-squared test to test the
independence between groups and error types. As HI Group
participants had not identified missing words or misspelling
errors in the video, we applied a Chi-squared test with all
four groups and only three different error types (Punctua-
tion, Grammar and Wrong/Irrelevant Words) first. The re-
sults showed that there was no significant difference between
all four groups and the three error types (χ2 = 10.006, d f =
6, p = 0.1244). We then applied a Chi-squared test with
only three groups (SLL, SLH and NS), excluding Group HI,
and all five error types (Punctuation, Missing Words, Mis-
spelling, Grammar and Wrong/Irrelevant Words). The results
showed that there was no significant difference between the
three groups and all five error types (χ2 = 6.4955, d f = 6, p =
0.59). (Q2)

The Edit Session
In this session, we aim to understand whether the SLH group
had any limitations with caption editing, and whether the NS
group could make complementary contributions to fulfill the
tasks. Thus, we ran the study with the SLH group participants
first. In the Edit Session, according to the prior literature [15]
reviewed previously, we expected that the SLH group might
not be able to correct all captions, and the NS group could
make complementary contributions by editing the captions
that the SLH group failed to correct. Thus, we asked the SLH
group to edit as much as possible, then the NS group could
run the study by only editing the remaining captions of the
SLH group.

Second-Language Speakers with High Proficiency (SLH)
Out of 177 captions in this video, 170 captions had a total
of 693 errors, including 387 missing punctuation marks (in
162 captions), 156 missing words (in 58 captions), 131 mis-
spellings (in 75 captions), 7 grammar errors (in 7 captions)
and 12 irrelevant words (in 11 captions). As we expected,
each of the SLH participants failed to edit some captions,
(Mean = 25.6, S D = 14.24). Figure 9 highlights the loca-
tions in red where the SLH group participants marked in the
Mark Session, but failed to edit in the Edit Session.

When asked what criteria was used to mark errors, participant
SLH-4 explained, “I can correct irrelevant words, and words
with similar pronunciation but different meanings”. Partici-
pant SLH-5 stated that, “I add[ed] some punctuations in the
captions such as comma[s] and period[s]”, though only 2

Figure 9. SLH group - comparing the marking and editing results.

SLH participants added punctuation. Overall, the criteria that
was used by the SLH participants for marking was extended
to correcting errors as well.

We asked SLH group participants why they were unable to
correct some of the captions they marked. Participant SLH-9
noted that, “For some errors, I cannot figure out the correct
words, although the caption was obvious[ly] wrong based
on my understanding”, while participant SLH-4 felt that the
video quality made errors harder to identify, saying, “The
video is more interactive, always has some background noise.
For some errors, I can correct despite of the noise. Some [I]
cannot ”. When asked about criteria for correcting errors, par-
ticipant SLH-2 depended on the clarity of the video to correct
errors saying, “I can clearly hear what the speaker said and
can spell the correct words”.

Native-Speaking Group (NS)
After the SLH group finished all their sessions, we extracted
10 captions that the SLH group marked but were unable to
correct. In the Mark Session, the NS group still marked as
many captions as they found necessary to correct. But when
they entered the Edit Session, they were asked to correct
the 10 captions we extracted. This would allow us to study
whether the NS group could correct the captions left by the
SLH group. The results showed that the NS group ultimately
corrected most of these captions (Mean = 7.25, S D = 1.91).

Similar to the SLH group, the NS group’s correcting crite-
ria was almost the same as their marking criteria. Participant
NS-4 stated clearly that, “My correcting criteria is similar to
my marking criteria”. In general, NS group participants were
sensitive to different types of errors. For example, one type of
correction that was unique to the NS group was adding quota-
tion marks. Participant NS-1 noted that, “I added some quo-
tations when the accent changed”. When asked about the er-
rors that they did not correct, NS group participants expressed
that some captions seemed not to have any errors to correct.
Participant NS-1 also stated, “I did not correct some punctu-
ations such as comma[s]”.

Collective Contributions
When comparing the NS participants’ total corrected captions
to their unmarked captions, as shown in Figure 10, we found
that the captions corrected by the NS participants (marked by
the SLH participants originally), were mostly different from
the captions marked by Group NS participants. The comple-
mentary marked captions contributed to a larger amount of
total errors marked and thereafter corrected.
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More specifically, given the 10 captions with a total of 44
errors, the NS participants corrected missing punctuation
(Mean = 3, SD = 5), missing words (Mean = 9, SD = 3),
misspellings (Mean = 6, SD = 2), grammar errors (Mean =
2, SD = 1) and irrelevant words(Mean = 2, SD = 1);though
only 5 NS participants added punctuation. Our results showed
that without the SLH group pertinent errors would had been
missed, but without the NS group, those errors might not have
been corrected. This finding suggested that for the errors that
were marked, different groups of workers would be able to
correct them in a collaborative manner. The interaction be-
tween multiple distinct groups improves the quality of the
captions due to their different language skills. (Q3)

Figure 10. NS group - editing performance

Saved Effort in Caption Creation
The design of the BandCaption system is intended to allow
users who rely on captions to mark specific video segments
where they need accurate captions, such that crowd workers
do not need to aimlessly edit all captions that may have errors.
We now present an analysis to verify the efficiency of our
system in terms of saving effort from making captions.

As shown in Figure 11, the system reduced caption creation
effort as a result of using ASR for the caption baseline. We
compared the total characters of the completed captions that
were corrected by the SLH participants to the characters that
were changed after these captions were edited. On average,
the participants saved typing 93.28% of characters.

Figure 11. SLH group - editing performance

We also examined the difference between the amount of
changed characters and the total amount of characters in com-
pleted captions. We applied a t-test between those two vari-
ables for correcting completion of the SLH group and the

NS group. The results showed that for both SLH group
and NS group participants, there was a significant difference
between the amount of changed characters and the amount
of characters in completed captions. More specifically, for
the NS group, the amount of characters in completed cap-
tions (Mean = 80.228S D = 4.315) and changed characters
(Mean = 9.286S D = 3.186) had a significant difference
(p < 0.001); for the SLH group, the amount of characters
in completed captions (Mean = 78.977, S D = 7.958) and
changed characters (Mean = 4.848, S D = 5.678) also had a
significant difference (p < 0.001). (Q4)

DISCUSSION
In this section, we reflect on our findings and discuss the de-
sign implications. We also acknowledge the limitations of our
work and propose future research plans.

Reflections on the Findings
We were driven by the opportunity of dividing crowd workers
into different groups to build a more cost-efficient system for
caption correction. The Mark-Edit-Approve model offers the
opportunity for tasks to be divided amongst different groups
of crowd workers, amalgamating their sensitivities to differ-
ent types of errors (e.g., spelling, punctuation, grammar) to
mark and edit errors. Our findings confirmed that it was im-
portant to include hearing-impaired individuals in the study
to mark captions because their own understanding of what
a comprehensible caption should be could be different from
other participants. For example, all HIs consistently reported
their frustration due to missing punctuation, a type of error
that did not seem as important to other participant groups, or
in general might seem to be a negligible detail for captions to
miss. But HI group participants helped us realize the impor-
tance of this type of error; as such, punctuation could become
emphasized in different ways through the system, e.g., via
user comments or through an algorithmic request.

This insight was reciprocated by the results of our non-native
speaking participants, specifically SLL group participants,
who had trouble marking and editing captions that involved
jokes due to a lack of cultural understanding, or points in a
video when the audio was faster than normal, just as Neuman
and Koskinen found in their research [23]. The value of our
study became clear, as it has helped us identify the importance
of such a crowdsourcing system. In order to effectively cor-
rect captions using crowdsourcing, the system needs to antic-
ipate and capitalize on the different backgrounds, strengths,
and sensitivities of its users. An approach that is adaptive and
accessible, it could, or maybe it must, ‘feed’ users captions
based on those different dimensions to create a successful as-
sembly line, or even better, an effective network of crowd-
sourced caption correcting. So in the case of captions that
are being influenced by cultural cues, they can be directed to-
wards native-speaking individuals who can translate and cor-
rect the error. This insight is also supported by Kurhila’s ob-
servations in her research [15].

Design Implications
As discussed in “The Future of Crowd Work”, current crowd
work usually consists of independent and homogeneous tasks
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[14]; the existing platforms assign caption creation to crowd
workers as a single task and require crowd workers who can
provide quality contributions to have certain language skills.
This poses challenges to motivate the crowd workers, as well
as realtime challenges such as scaling up to increased de-
mand and making workers efficient enough to generate re-
sults ahead of deadlines [14]. Our work provides evidence
and offers design implications for future, improved systems
which can be used to address these challenges, to leverage
the unique skills of crowd workers, and to provide a better
workflow.

First, our findings can be used by video websites, e.g.,
YouTube and MOOCs. These systems can add user back-
ground information by either explicitly asking or estimating
based on users’ watching history. For example, if a user
watches Chinese videos more regularly than English ones and
frequently searches in Chinese characters, then the user might
be a second language speaker, or a user who always turns the
captions on might have a hearing impairment. Second, our
results demonstrated that different intrinsic motivations could
serve as motivators that possibly turn “users” (consumers of
the videos) who rely on captions into “contributors” (cre-
ators of the video captions). For example, the desire to avoid
frustration could form HI participants’ intrinsic motivation to
mark captions, or curiosity of unknown terms or words could
motivate second language users to mark captions for further
explanation. Our participants also mentioned that showing
the number of marks for a caption (indicating the level of de-
mand) could motivate them to edit captions.

Limitations and Future Work
The majority of our SLH participants were Chinese. Al-
though China currently represents the largest international
student population in the U.S. [25], we felt that this might
influence our findings, as we did not have as clear an idea of
how other second language speakers might contribute to our
system as we did for the Chinese participants. Similarly, we
realized how limiting the videos used in the study might affect
our findings. We plan to run more studies with more partic-
ipants who have diverse background and test with different
types of videos in future work.

CONCLUSION
We present our design and study of a crowdsourcing system
that bootstraps video captions using ASR technologies. Our
system implements a Mark-Edit-Approve model and allows
crowd workers who have different skills and abilities to make
marking and correcting contributions collectively and inter-
actively. Our study with 34 participants of 4 different groups
contributes new knowledge of how different user groups with
varying levels of language skills can make complementary
contributions to the system. We also discuss design impli-
cations of future crowdsourcing systems and how to better
motivate crowd workers.
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